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BAPTISM OF FIRE
IAN LITTLE
ASTRAL HORIZON PRESS

★★★
Given the calibre of some of the
records that benefited from his
studio expertise, with Roxy Music’s
Avalon and Duran’s Duran’s Seven
And The Ragged Tiger among
them, it’s remarkable producer
Ian Little’s life could waver so
extremely from the
highs of his time
working on those
albums to the
catastrophic lows he
later experienced
– subject to him
receiving, by his own
admission, “too
much too soon”.
Little’s story is
extraordinary due to
the series of chance
encounters with Supertramp and
Phil Manzanera that led to him
becoming a producer, working
with Roxy and Cliff Richard before
landing a role alongside Alex
Sadkin on Duran Duran’s Seven
And The Ragged Tiger – the
creation of which forms the bulk of

Ian’s enlightening book. A wild
ride taking in sessions with Le Bon
and co. in Sydney, Cannes,
Montserrat, New York and Sri
Lanka, Baptism Of Fire talks at
length about the recording of the
album and the mania that he
witnessed first-hand
on the road with
the fab five at their
peak before the
private jets and
penthouses were
brought to a
crashing end as
problems with
addiction culminated
in Ian sleeping
in New York
‘flophouses’ and on
the streets of London.
Ultimately inspirational, Baptism
Of Fire is a cautionary tale taking
in Little’s enlightenment through
self-examination and spirituality, to
share the knowledge he’s gleaned
from even the most desperate of
circumstances. Mark Lindores

MY LIFE IN PICTURES
TONY HADLEY
OMNIBUS PRESS

★★★
It’s hard to believe that it’s been
four decades since those titans of
80s pop, Culture Club, Duran
Duran and Spandau Ballet battled
it out weekly to be top of the
pops. To celebrate that
anniversary, a wealth of
commemorative
releases are
planned in the form
of reissues, books
and documentaries
this year and, as
Spandau have
already been the
subject of a
documentary – the
brilliant Soul Boys
Of The Western
World – and Tony
has also published
an autobiography (2004’s To Cut
A Long Story Short), My Life In
Pictures is a visual presentation of
his career.
As the title suggests, this photo
book which is culled from
Hadley’s personal archive is a
chronological journey through his

life accompanied by the singer’s
anecdotes. Undoubtedly the
highlights are the passages
dedicated to Spandau’s heyday
– from their early incarnation as
Gentry, through their formative
gigs as kilt-wearing kids at the
Blitz club to suave
chart-toppers.
Behind-the-scenes
shots at Band Aid
and Live Aid also
offer an alternative
perspective on
iconic moments of
80s pop culture.
Subsequently,
the book covers
the court case that
ended the group,
the reunion tour
that brought them back together,
plus the solo gigs after they
split once more, alongside
images marking Tony’s stint in
the West End in Chicago, his
wedding and an appearance
on reality show I’m A Celebrity…
Get Me Out Of Here! ML

R E V I E W S

HERE THEY COME WITH THEIR
MAKE UP ON: SUEDE, COMING
UP… AND MORE ADVENTURES
BEYOND THE WILD FRONTIERS
JANE SAVIDGE
JAWBONE PRESS

★★★★
Three years on from the brilliant
Lunch With The Wild Frontiers, a
raucous rollercoaster ride through
the excesses and chaos of the
Britpop scene by Jane Savidge,
comes the second
book in a proposed
trilogy of tell-alls
from within indie’s
inner sanctum.
While the
aforementioned
Lunch With The
Wild Frontiers was
an exhilarating
excursion through
the cultural
behemoth that was
Britpop, Here They Come With
Their Make Up On continues with
amusing anecdotes aplenty,
though this time they’re framed by
one of the landmark albums of

the time, Suede’s Coming Up.
Detailing the band’s journey from
the brink of destruction to their
critical and commercial peak,
Jane’s recollections of the time,
along with those of
the band and
producer Ed Buller,
formulate a concise
history of the record
and offer invaluable
insights into its
creation and legacy,
putting every track
under the
microscope while
striking the perfect
balance between
informative and entertaining.
Here They Come With Their
Make Up On is a scintillating
snapshot of a time when life really
was lived in the fast lane. ML

DAVID BOWIE: ALL THE
SONGS – THE STORY
BEHIND EVERY TRACK
BENOÎT CLERC
BLACK DOG & LEVENTHAL PUBLISHERS

★★★★
In the six years since David
Bowie’s death, there’s been no
shortage of material celebrating
his life, career and legacy. While
most of the titles have tended to
fall into one of two camps – the
exhaustive biographies or the
glossy, oversize
photobooks, David
Bowie: All The Songs
shifts the focus solely
onto the music,
presenting itself as
a meticulously
researched
encyclopedia of all
of David Jones’
recorded output
from his pre-Bowie
recordings of the 60s
to his death and beyond.
All The Songs: The Story Behind
Every Track fulfils the title’s promise
– and then some. Every song –
via singles, albums, soundtracks,
collaborations – is included, with

each entry including the date and
location of recording, the
musicians used, the producer and
engineer, chart positions and
background, often featuring
quotes from Bowie or his
collaborators. Presented in
chronological order,
the hefty 600-page
tome makes it easy
for fans to delve into
their favourite era,
while outtakes,
boxsets and live
recordings wrap
everything up at the
book’s conclusion.
The wealth of
information presented
is only enhanced by
hundreds of portraits, live shots
and studio pics – with the lack of
official artwork the book’s only
downside. As an overview of
Bowie, Clerc’s tribute is the only
book you’re likely to need. ML
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